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ABSTRACT
The distributions of the semi-major axes and masses of close-in planets
(planets within 0.1 AU of their host stars) provide clues to their origin. Over
billions of years, the mass and orbital distance are constantly evolving. Tidal
forces and atmospheric mass loss, driven by stellar ultraviolet flux, can influence
the observed planetary distribution. Coupling these effects can lead to a greater
understanding of how the observed distribution was shaped and may help to
explain the gaps in the distribution of mass and semi-major axes for these close-in
planets.
To study the effects of mass loss and tides, we applied a numerical model
to many hypothetical populations of close-in planets and compared these
hypothetical populations to the observed population. The evolutionary paths
determined by the model depend on two as of yet poorly-constrained factors: the
tidal dissipation factor (Q*) and the heating efficiency (ε). By statistically
comparing the observed distribution of close-in exoplanets with the hypothetical
population, modeled under different ε and Q'* conditions, these values are tested.
Under all conditions the two populations were statistically dissimilar, indicating
that the population was either not initially evenly distributed, or that there is
another important factor in planetary evolution.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
History
The book on planet formation has been completely rewritten with the
discoveries of hundreds of exoplanet systems. For example, close-in exoplanets,
planets within 0.1 AU of their host stars, seem to be common among extra-solar
systems but do not exist in our own solar system. These planets probably formed
much farther from their host stars, and interactions with their maternal gas disks
or with their sibling planets drove them to their current close-in orbits (Lin et. al.,
1996, Rasio et al., 1996, Dobbs-Dixon et al., 2004).
The distribution of their semi-major axes and masses can provide clues as
to which migration scenario occurred, but only to the extent that other
evolutionary effects can be accounted for. In particular, tidal forces (caused by
tides being raised on the star by the planet) and atmospheric mass loss caused by
stellar ultraviolet flux can shape these distributions.
Atmospheric mass loss is simply the reduction in a planet’s atmosphere.
While there is not a consensus that energy-limited atmospheric escape, meaning
atmospheric escape that is driven by the amount of energy put into the system
by XUV flux, plays a dominant role in the mass evolution of exoplanets (Yelle,
2004; Hubbard et al., 2007), there have been many models suggesting its
importance (Erkaev et al., 2007, Lammer et al., 2003, Sanz-Forcada et al., 2011
1

among others). The mass loss process is likely driven by the X-ray and ExtremeUltraviolet (XUV) irradiation (0.1 to 100 nm in wavelength) from the exoplanet’s
host star (Hubbard et al., 2007; Lammer et al. 2003).
While the exact composition of an exoplanet may not be known, the mass
and radius measurements of many exoplanets suggest an atmosphere composed
in large part of hydrogen and helium (Rogers and Seager, 2010). Mass loss of
these elements has been shown to play a significant role in the evolution of some
planetary systems, through direct observation in an exoplanet system (VidalMadjar et al., 2003), and even in models of our own early solar system (Kulikov et
al., 2006).
The amount of XUV energy that is used for mass loss is dependent, in
part, on the depth of radiation absorption (Cecchi-Pestellini et al., 2009). The
effects of the XUV radiation are only important in the upper atmosphere.
However, not all of the XUV energy arriving at the upper atmosphere is used to
drive mass loss. The value of the heating efficiency, or the fraction of energy
being used to excite the upper atmosphere, affects the estimations of mass loss.
Estimations have ranged from as high as 0.5-0.6 (Yelle, 2004), meaning 50-60%
of the incoming radiation is driving mass loss, to a lower value range of 0.10.25 (Lammer et al., 2009).
Even low estimates of hydrodynamic mass loss suggest that it is a
significant factor for close-in exoplanets. Mass loss rates have been estimated to
be from 105 g/s to 1012 g/s (Lecavelier des Etangs). Lammer et al. (2009) found
that significant mass loss (more than 1% of the planet’s initial mass) occurs in
planets less than 0.02 AU from their host star. At extremely close distances, less
2

than 0.015 AU, low density, sub-Jupiter sized planets may lose their entire
atmospheres.
In addition to a dependency on the proximity of the host star, the size of
the planet also dictates the rate of mass loss. The mass and radius of a planet are
factors in the surface gravity of the planet. The surface gravity plays a major role
in determining the mass loss rate – planets with a higher surface gravity have a
slower rate of mass loss. Another important factor for mass loss is the system’s
age. When a star is young, the radiation given off in the XUV wavelengths stars
out high, and drops off over time. As the star ages, the rotation rate slows down
substantially (Simon et al., 1985). The XUV emission is tightly correlated to the
rotation rate of the star. This correlation only works up to a certain point, when
the luminosity becomes saturated relative to the rotation rate (Pizzolato et al.,
2003).
While close-in exoplanets are more susceptible to XUV-driven mass loss, it
has been suggested that planets up to 1 AU could experience hydrodynamic
mass loss during the early history of the star (Lammer et al., 2003). Even though
some close-in exoplanets are believed to have an intrinsic magnetic field, the
young stars may have a strong enough XUV flux to overcome it and cause
significant mass loss (Greißmeier et al., 2004). The smaller than expected number
of observed planetary masses near their star indicates the XUV flux played a
dominant role in planetary evolution, as these planets would have been
evaporated away. This would be an especially large effect in the early stages of
the planet formation, as that is the time when they would have experienced the
strongest XUV flux (Sanz-Forcada et al., 2010; Sanz-Forcada et al., 2011).
3

Another stellar property, mass, is an important factor for planetary mass
loss estimations. The evolution of G-type stars has been studied in detail with the
Sun in Time program. This program looks at a series of solar analog stars of ages
ranging from 0.1-7 Gyr to track the evolution of their X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation (Ribas et al., 2005). The stars range from type G0-G5 V. The stars
chosen have well-known temperatures, luminosities, metallicities, and ages.
While the initial Sun in Time program looked at over 15 solar proxies, Ribas et al.
focused on 7 stars (including the sun) to study the XUV evolution.
From the study of this sample of stars, Ribas et al. were able to determine a
relationship between the flux and stellar age.

They determined that the

emissions from the youngest sample stars at all XUV wavelengths were at least
an order of magnitude larger than the sun’s current flux. The youngest star
observed had emissions 100 times larger than the sun’s present value. This
demonstrates that the XUV output of sun-like stars is extremely high, but drops
off quickly within the first Gyr.
The results from this project have been widely used to model XUV
evolution of G-type stars. However, this is not the only method for determining
the XUV radiation levels. Synthetic spectra can be generated to simulate the
emissions of stars of different masses (Sanz-Forcada et al., 2011). Additionally,
Penz et al., (2008) used the ages of star clusters to derive a scaling law for the
population of G-stars (taking into account only X-ray and not ultraviolet
emissions). This model was then applied to an energy-limited mass loss model to
determine the atmospheric mass loss of close-in exoplanets. They found a large
range of X-ray luminosities, leading to a wide range of evaporation histories.
4

High-energy stars were found to be able to evaporate the atmospheres of planets
up to 0.5 AU; however, moderate X-ray luminosities had a much smaller effect.
The work done in the Sun in Time program is now being used as a model
to understand the XUV evolution of other types of stars (DeWarf et al., 2010).
This will lead to an understanding of mass loss for a broader range of exoplanet
systems.
While mass loss has been theorized for many exoplanets, the best studied
exoplanet has been HD 209458 b. Lammer et al. (2003) used their equations to
estimate that this planet is losing mass at a rate of ≈ 1012 g/s. They further noted
that Jeans escape would account for a mass loss of less than 1 g/s for a similar
temperature.
This estimate fits in with the value observed by Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003).
This group made observations of HD 209458’s Lyman-alpha lines when the
planet was transiting across it. They noted that there was an absorption of
hydrogen during the transits.

By comparing the observed absorption with

models, they concluded that the planet likely has an extended Roche lobe. They
also showed that the atoms being observed in the spectrum were moving at a
high velocity when compared to the planet. Considering all of the data, they
concluded that HD 209458 b is losing mass at a minimum rate of 1010 g/s, and
acknowledged that the rate could be several orders of magnitude larger than
that because a sufficiently large density of gas is escaping, causing the Lymanalpha feature of the spectrum to become saturated.
In addition to mass loss, close-in exoplanets are experiencing orbital
migration. The orbital distance for these exoplanets is strongly affected by tidal
5

interactions with the host star. The tides of planets with an orbital period of less
than the star’s rotation period will transfer angular momentum from their orbit to
the stellar spin, resulting in migration toward the star (Rasio et al., 1996). The
angular momentum is transferred from the orbit of the planet to the stellar
rotation. However, the system is losing total angular momentum due to the
stellar winds, further reducing the semi-major axis. This migration toward the star
will continue until the planet approaches too close to the star and is pulled apart
through the tidal forces.
Exoplanet evaporation is believed to be one culprit behind the “lost
population” of exoplanets (Davis and Wheatley, 2009). This lost population can
be seen when plotting the mass against the semi-major axis of the observed
exoplanets. There is an absence of planets of less than 0.013 AU with masses less
than a Jupiter mass. These gaps cannot be explained by observational biases, as
the missing planets would be observable if they were there.

6

Figure 1: Distribution of Transiting Planets. Plot of the semi-major axis and mass of the observed
transiting planets. The planets in the solar system are also plotting as a reference. There is a
noticeable gap in planets at close-in distances (less than 0.03 AU) with masses from 0.1-1 Jupiter
masses.

These planets may have already been removed from the population, and
therefore are not seen today. Planets whose atmospheres approach the planet’s
Roche lobe were likely already destroyed as a result of both mass loss and orbital
evolution.
Another outcome of mass loss is the formation of smaller, denser close-in
planets. If hot Jupiters lose their mass at a high rate, they will eventually become
smaller objects, such as Neptune-like planets or even small rocky bodies (VidalMadjar et al., 2003).

7

Recent studies have begun to look at how the XUV driven mass loss and
tidal evolution are linked. The evaporation of planets has been shown to play a
role in tidal evolution by affecting the size of the tides (Guo, 2010). In turn, tidal
evolution would have an effect on mass loss by increasing the XUV flux as the
orbit moves inward. During the early stages of a planet’s life, mass loss would
play a dominant role because of the initial high XUV radiation rate from the star.
As the planet ages, the XUV-driven mass loss would become less significant and
orbital evolution would become more prominent. As the planet moves closer, it
raises larger tides on the star, increasing the tidal evolution effect. Therefore,
understanding the relationship of these two factors is essential to understanding
the evolution of the observed exoplanet distribution.

8

CHAPTER II
METHODS
2.1 Mass Loss
Planetary atmospheres are not constant features; they are being lost over
time. Observations of other planets show that they are losing mass at varying
rates. Atmospheric mass loss is defined as the rate at which the atmosphere of a
given exoplanet is being removed. For close-in exoplanets, mass loss is driven
primarily by stellar X-ray and ultra-violet (XUV) flux (wavelengths from 0.1 to 100
nm) from the host star. This XUV radiation
ionizes and heats the hydrogen gas in the atmosphere, giving it the energy to
escape the gravitational pull of the planet.

Mass loss rate for known transiting planets
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Figure 2:
2: Mass
Mass Loss Rates.
Rates Example of the rate of atmospheric mass loss for observed transiting
planets. Note that the planets undergoing the strongest mass loss are losing atmosphere at a rate
10
on the order of 1 x 10 g/sec.
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The total atmospheric mass loss can be represented by dividing the XUV
flux received at the surface of the planet by the amount of binding energy that
the planet has. If energy is entering the system at a great enough rate, the
particles in the atmosphere are not stable and are able to be released from the
gravitational pull of the planet. An approximation of the amount of mass loss can
be determined by relating the rate of energy input to the change in the
gravitational energy needed to for a particle to escape (Jackson et al., 2010).
Erkaev et al. (2007) estimated this using the equation
dM p
dt

=−

πR 3p εF XUV
GM p K tide

(1)

where Rp is the radius of the planet, ε the fraction of incoming energy that drives
mass loss, Fxuv the XUV flux, G the gravitational constant, Mp the planet’s mass,
and Ktide the reduction in escape energy due to the star’s tidal gravity. Both ε and

Ktide are values that lie between 0 and 1. A more detailed description of these
parameters follows.
As discussed previously, the XUV flux is not a constant value. As stars age,
they lose angular momentum because of magnetic braking (Skumanich et al.,
1772; Ivanova and Taam, 2003). The drop in angular momentum leads to a
subsequent increase in the rotation period. The stellar dynamo decreases as a
consequence of the increased rotation period, leading to a reduction in the
emission at the XUV wavelengths important for mass loss (Zahnle and Walker,
1982). Therefore, as the star ages, there is an overall decrease in the star’s XUV
emission. The rate at which this occurs is dependent on the stellar type. A
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detailed study of several G-type stars was conducted, leading to the relationship
given by (Ribas et al., 2005)
−β
FXUV = λ t Gyr
/a 2

(2)

Where λ = 29.7 erg/s/cm2, t is the age in Gyr, β = 1.23, and a is the semi-major
axis. This relationship was found using stars between the ages of 0.1 and 6.7 Gyr.
ε is a parameter that represents the fraction of incoming energy that drives
mass loss. If all of the incoming energy is used to drive mass loss, ε will have a
value of 1. However, if some of the incoming energy is driving other processes,
such as driving chemistry processes in the atmosphere, the value will be lower
(Yelle, 2004). Several estimates of ε have been made. For example, Lammer et al.
(2009) suggest that, for a hydrogen-rich gas giant, the column-averaged heating
efficiency should be less than 0.6, and more likely around 0.25. For this study, a
range of ε values spanning the range of estimated values (ε= 0.001 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
and 1) was used in order to further constrain the likely values.
The Ktide parameter is a measure of the reduction in the escape energy
required due to the star’s gravity. For atmospheric particles to escape, they need
only to reach a position where the particles are no longer bound to the planet.
This boundary is known as the Roche lobe. This factor can be represented by the
equation
K tide = 1 −

3
1
+ 3
2ξ 2ξ

Where
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(3)

(4)
where Mp is the planetary mass, M* is the stellar mass, Rp is the planetary radius,
and a is the semi-major axis (Erkaev et al., 2007).

2.2 Tidal Evolution
Just as the moon raises a tide on Earth, close-in planets raise significant
tides on their host stars. The majority of stars that host a planet have a spin
period that is greater than the surrounding planet’s orbital period.

The

gravitational interaction between the planet and the tidal bulge that is raised on
the star results in a tidal torque which transfers energy and angular momentum
between the star and the planet (Murray and Dermott, 1999). The result is that
the semi-major axis slowly decreases.
The model used for the orbital evolution is
R* M p −11 / 2
da
9
= − (G / M * ) 1 / 2
a
dt
2
Q'*

(5)

where M* is the stellar mass, R* is the stellar radius, Mp is the planetary mass, Q’* is
the modified tidal dissipation factor, and a is the semi-major axis (Murray and
Dermott, 1999).
The magnitude of the tidal torque bulge depends on the tidal dissipation
factor (Q). As Q often appears in theory in combination with other factors, it is
often identified as Q’, which incorporates the Love number (which measures the
interior density profile of the star) (Ogilvie and Lin, 2007). The larger the Q’
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value, the smaller the effect of tidal evolution of the planet’s orbit. While several
attempts have been made to constrain the value of Q*, the tidal dissipation factor
of the star, it is as of yet uncertain (Penev et al., 2011). Recently, Penev et al.
(2012) have suggested that Q*>107. Tidal evolution can have an impact on mass
loss in that the closer the planet is to the star, the more XUV flux the planet
receives, which increases mass loss from the planet.

2.3 Code Description
For this project, I used a modified version of the planetary evolution code
utilized by Jackson et al. (2010). This program numerically integrates the tidal
and mass evolution equations.
The code is broken up into two segments. The first segment takes the
observed properties of the exoplanet as they are currently observed and
integrates “back in time” to simulate the history of the planet.

The second

segment is similar, but instead of giving the history of the planet, it runs forward
in time from the current properties and returns what will happen to the planet in
the future with the given input parameters.
For each segment of the code, the beginning conditions for the planetary
system are required. For stellar parameters, the stellar mass, radius, and Q* value
are needed.
Planetary properties include the mass, core mass, and semi-major axis.
The planetary radius is determined by calling another subroutine which takes the
planetary mass, core size, semi-major axis, and age. This routine then interpolates
between the different values in a table of values in order to find the closest radius
13

estimate (Miller et al., 2009). A more detailed explanation of these tables can be
found in the next section.
There are also several additional requirements. The first of these is the
minimum or maximum age, depending on whether the program is running
backward or forward in time, respectively. For this code, the minimum age was
set to 1 x 108 yr. This age was selected as it is the cutoff used for the Sun in Time
program. Before that age, the star’s XUV flux is significantly higher and more
variable (Ribas et al., 2005). By setting the minimum time to 100 Myr, the model
provides a conservative estimate of the total mass lost by the modeled planet.
The maximum age was set to 10 Gyr, the typical lifetime of a G-type star.
The minimum semi-major axis and planetary mass parameters are also
essential components for the code. If the semi-major axis is within 0.5% of the
stellar radius, the code will stop and return the values.
Once all of the input parameters are entered, the code determines the
Roche radius of the planet. As long as the Roche radius is greater than the
planetary radius and the age is not yet to 10 Gyr, then the code will calculate the
XUV flux reaching the planet, the Ktide value, the amount of mass loss, and the
change in semi-major axis. Each of these elements is determined by calling a
separate function that returns the values using the equations listed above. The
code then updates the values for the planet’s age, mass, semi-major axis, radius,
and Roche radius.
As long as the Roche radius is larger than the planetary radius and age is
less than 10 Gyr, the program continues to call the subroutine. From this, the
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age, mass, radius, and semi-major axis is determined from the input planet’s
current conditions back to 1x108 yr (or forward to 10Gyr).

2.4 Miller Tables
The tables used to determine Rp as a function of planetary age, Mp, and
core mass came from Miller et al., (2009). The composition of the core was
assumed to be 50% rocky material and 50% ice, while the atmospheric envelope
is made of hydrogen and helium. Note that the choice of core composition has
no effect on the planetary radius while the planet is a gas giant. Only after the
mass is reduced to the core mass do these assumptions have an effect. The table
was computed by holding the mass, core mass, and semi-major axis constant and
then computing the radius at which the atmospheric pressure is 1 bar. The
change in the radius is caused by cooling of the planet, which leads to
contraction.
The tables are limited in the ranges for different parameters, namely the
mass, semi-major axis, and age of the planetary system. The table extends from
Mp = 0.035 to Mp = 10 Mjup; the semi-major axis extends from a = 0.01 AU to 0.15
AU; and the age extends from 0.1 Gyr and 4.59 Gyr.
The range of ages provided by the table is significantly smaller than the
range of ages that are modeled. Even when the age of the system is estimated to
be less than 4.59 Gyr, the future evolution of the planet is cut off at that point,
which limits the information we can learn about the path the planetary system
will follow if the age is only slightly below the cutoff. The planetary radius
contracts asymptotically with increasing age. Beyond 4.59 Gyr, this contraction is
15

negligible. Therefore, for values between 4.59 Gyr and the set maximum age of
10 Gyr, the code assumes an age value of the planet of 4.59 Gyr.
Because the majority of the cooling of the planet happens in the first Gyr
after formation, the radius only marginally declines after that point. However, the
XUV flux from the star would decrease with age. This would have an impact on
the system, but again, the older the star is, the less the XUV flux changes.

2.5 Test cases
The life span of a population of planets can me modeled , and the
evolution simulated, by coupling the mass loss and orbital evolution equations.
The evolutionary track of several observed exoplanets was modeled as illustrative
examples.
The first planet chosen was HAT-P-25b.

The values of M*=1.01 solar

masses, R*=0.959 solar radii, Mp=0.567 Mjup, a=0.0466 AU, and the age, t=3.2 Gyr
were taken from Quinn et al. (2012).
Our model suggests that HAT-P-25 b is undergoing mass loss, but at a very
slow pace. There are two reasons: HAT-P-25 b is relatively far from the host star,
resulting in a lower XUV flux at the planetary surface. Additionally, the planet is
fairly massive, and therefore has a stronger gravitational hold on its atmosphere.
The second observed planet that fit the restrictions was WASP-19 b. This
exoplanet is much closer to its host star (0.01655 AU compared to 0.0466 AU).
Other system characteristics used were M*=0.97 solar masses, R*=0.99 solar radii,
and Mp=1.168 Mjup (Hellier et al., 2011). The age of the system is known to be
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greater than 1 Gyr, so this is the value used in the calculation. The results of this
calculation are shown below, again using Q*=107 and ε=1.
Note that for this planet, the calculations were not carried all the way out
to 10 Gyr. Instead, the calculation ends at around 1.055 Gyr. This indicates that,
in the near future, WASP-19b may be disrupted, coming close enough to its host
star that the planet fills its Roche lobe. This is a reasonable outcome because of
the small semi-major axis, which leads both to large tidal effects and large XUV
flux input. Additionally, the system is relatively young in age, so the XUV flux
output from the star is still high.
It is important to keep in mind the use of ε=1 for both of these planets.
This means that the code is assuming that all of the incoming flux is being used
to drive mass loss. Thus, the mass loss rate is probably significantly overestimated.
Nonetheless, there is likely a significant amount of mass loss currently occurring
from WASP-19 b.

17

Q* = 1 x 107
ε = 1.0

Q* = 1 x 107
ε = 1.0

Figure 3:
3: Mass and SemiSemi-major Axis Evolution of HATHAT-P-25 b. Top figure- semi-major axis
evolution of HAT-P-25 b. There is a minimal amount of orbital migration over the lifetime of this
planet. Bottom figure – Mass evolution of HAT-P-25 b. The mass evolution begins quickly in the
first 2 billion years, but then levels off as the system ages. The circle represents the current
parameters for the system.
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Q* = 1 x 107
ε = 1.0

Q* = 1 x 107
ε = 1.0

Figure 4:
4: Mass and SemiSemi-major Axis Evolution
Evolution of WASPWASP-19 b. Top figure- semi-major axis evolution
of WASP-19 b. There is rapid evolution due to the planets close distance and large mass.
Bottom figure – Mass evolution of WASP-19 b. The mass evolution is also significant, as nearly 5%
of the initial mass has already been lost. Mass loss continues rapidly in the near future as the
decreases semi-major axis leads to an increased level of XUV flux at the surface. The circle
represents the current parameters for the system.
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2.6 Limiting Cases
It is also important to constrain how much mass loss and evolution we
would expect to see in a given population of exoplanets. We consider 4 limiting
cases. The mass range determined was 0.052 < Mp < 9.1 Mjup, representative of
the observed exoplanets with semi-major axes greater than 0.1 AU. At these
distances, the planets experience negligible mass loss and so, presumably, their
mass distribution represents the original distribution for close-in planets.
The maximum semi-major axis considered for this work was 0.1 AU. The
minimum semi-major axis test case uses a value of 0.02 AU.
The results for the planetary mass, radius, and semi-major axis history can
be seen in the figures below. These charts were produced using an epsilon value
of 1. Similar calculations were carried out with different epsilon values, but all
produced a similar evolution. However, the minimum mass - maximum semimajor axis case was the exception. In this case, there was a 0.01 Mjup difference
in mass loss over the 4 Gyr the simulation covered.

20

Mass = 9.1 Mjup
a = 0.1 AU

Mass = 9.1 Mjup
a = 0.02 AU

Figure 5:
5: Mass Loss Evolution for a 9.1 Mjup Planet. Mass loss for an exoplanet with the
maximum mass considered. The left shows the mass loss is negligible for a starting distance of 0.1
AU from the star. On the right, the small dot represents near the starting mass indicated that the
planet is destroyed quickly after formation.

Mass = 0.052 Mjup
a = 0.1 AU

Mass = 0.052 Mjup
a = 0.02 AU

Figure 6:
6: Mass Loss Evolution for a 0.052 Mjup Planet
Planet.
et Mass loss for an exoplanet
with the minimum mass considered. The left shows the mass loss is about 20% for the
planet if it began at a distance of 0.1 AU from the star. However, it loses around 60% of
its mass when started from a distance of 0.02 AU. For both situations, the mass loss
starts of quickly and drops to a steady rate after around 1 Gyr.

Mass = 9.1 Mjup
a = 0.1 AU

Mass = 9.1 Mjup
a = 0.02 AU

Figure 7:
7: SemiSemi-major Axis Evolution for a 9.1 Mjup Planet. Evolution of an exoplanet with
the maximum mass considered here with a comparatively large (left) and small (right) semi-major
axis. When the semi-major axis is large, there is little change over 10 Gyr. However, with a
beginning semi-major axis of 0.02 AU, the planet quickly migrates inward and is destroyed.
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Mass = 0.052 Mjup
a = 0.1 AU

Mass = 0.052 Mjup
a = 0.02 AU

Figure
Figure 8:
8: SemiSemi-major Axis Evolution for a 0.052
0.052 Mjup Planet.
Planet Evolution of a small-mass exoplanet
with a semi-major axis of 0.1 AU (right) and 0.02 AU (left). When the semi-major axis is large,
there is little change over 10 Gyr. However, at a small semi-major axis, the planet spirals inward
slowly, and is eventually destroyed at around 8.6 Gyr.

As can be seen from figures 5-8, the mass loss is most significant early in
the planet’s life, as the stellar XUV flux is the largest at a young age. As the XUV
flux decreases, the mass loss also begins to taper off. The exception is the case of
the 9.1 Mjup, 0.01 AU planet. The mass loss for this system increases rapidly until
the planet falls into the star due to the rapid reduction in the semi-major axis. As
the planet moves inward, the XUV flux received at the planet’s surface increases
more rapidly than the aging star’s XUV flux decreases. Additionally, the Ktide
value decreases as the planet moves inward, exacerbating the planet’s mass loss.
The semi-major axis evolution is closely tied to the distance from the host
star. Figures 7 and 8 show that the two most distant test cases, with initial semimajor axes of 0.1 AU, show very small amounts of orbital evolution for the
selected value of Q’*. Note that choosing a smaller Q’* value could lead to
stronger orbital evolution. However, the minimum semi-major axis test cases
show more rapid decay of their orbits. The closer the planet is to the star, the
larger the tides formed on the star. In addition, the smaller orbital periods mean
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the rate of tidal dissipation (which scales with the orbital frequency) increases,
likewise increasing the decay rate. Larger tides then lead to more rapid orbital
evolution. For the 9.1 Mjup, 0.01 AU planet, the tidal evolution causes the planet
to fill its Roche lobe and be disrupted within a few tens of millions of years. The
large mass of the planet creates significant tides on the star, leading to more
rapid evolution than the case with the same initial a but smaller initial Mp.

2.7 Hypothetical Population
With the extreme cases established, the next step is to create a population
of exoplanets that fall within those limits in order to see how they evolve
according to the model. The Q’* and ε values used for modeling the hypothetical
population’s evolution can be varied. Therefore the evolutionary outcomes will
differ depending on which values are chosen. The different outcomes for the
hypothetical population can then be compared to the observed population’s
distribution.

Determining which evolutionary track’s distribution for the

hypothetical population most closely resembles the observed distribution will
lead to constraints on the Q’* and ε values.
Since the mass loss code used in this paper requires that the host star be of
G type, the stellar mass was randomly generated using numbers that fit in with
the G-type star range, between 0.906 and 1.04 M* (Habets et al., 1981).
These masses were then used to calculate the radii of the stars using the
equation
log( R* / Rsun ) = 0.917 * log( M * / M sun ) − 0.20
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(6)

valid for − 1.0 < log( M / M sun ) < 0.12 (Lang, 1991 from Harris et al., 1963). Figure 5
compares this equation’s results to observed planet-hosting stars. Note that the
formula consistently underpredicts the radius. This means that the model will in
turn underpredict the rate of orbital decay.
Because the radii generated in this manner became increasing discrepant
the larger the mass became, a better relationship was desired. Therefore, a 2nd
degree polynomial fit was done. This resulted in the relationship
R* = 0.6355*M*2 + 0.2505*M* + 0.1651

(7)

The results of this calculation are shown below.
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Figure 9:
9: Comparison
Comparison of Observed and Derived Stellar Radii. Graph of the distribution of the mass
nd
and radii of the observed population (diamonds) and the 2 degree polynomial fit to the data
(black line). Mass is measured in solar masses, and radius is in solar radii.

To determine the planetary mass range, all of the planets in the exoplanet
encyclopedia (http://exoplanet.eu/) discovered by the transit method with a
semi-major axis larger than 0.1 AU were compiled on April 6, 2012. As these
planets are farther away from their host stars, they likely have not undergone a
significant amount of mass loss, and therefore more closely resemble the original
mass distribution.
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These values ranged from a mass of 0.052 for Kepler-18d to Kepler-30c at
9.1 Mjup. On the low mass end, Kepler-11c, d, e, and f as well as Kepler-20f were
removed because they are smaller than the models account for, and their low
mass indicates a rocky composition, for which mass loss is not as likely. Also, both
KOI-423 b at 18 Mjup and Kepler-30 d at 17 Mjup were eliminated because their
size puts them in a region where their mass cannot be sufficiently distinguished
from a brown dwarf star (Bouchy et al., 2011; Fabrycky et al., 2012). Kepler 27 b
and c (9.11 and 13.8 Mjup respectively) were also eliminated, as they are as of
April

6

unconfirmed.

The semi-major axis for each planet in the hypothetical population is a
randomly generated number with a uniform probability to lie anywhere between
0 and 0.1 AU. After the stellar mass, planetary mass, and semi-major axis were
generated, the Roche limit of the system was determined. If the planet moves
inside of the Roche limit, it will be broken apart by the tidal forces of the star.
Planets beginning within 1% of this limit were eliminated from further
calculations.
The final age of each planet was also generated, creating a random
population with a final age distribution similar to what we actually observe. This
was done by choosing random planetary ages with probabilities given by the
distribution of ages from Takeda et al., (2007).

In this paper, a uniform

distribution of star ages was assumed before applying a Bayesian fitting routine.
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Figure 10:
10: System Age Distribution. Histogram of the stellar population for the observed
population used in Takeda et al. (2007) (dashed line) and the randomly generated population
(solid line).

Other values of the hypothetical population were kept constant over the
entire population. The core mass of all of the planets was assumed to be 9 Earth
masses. The initial age of each of the planets was 0.1 Gyr, and the evolution of
the population was tracked from that time to the randomly generated final age
described above.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Several runs were made with the hypothetical population to constrain the
ε and Q’* factors. The ε values used were 0.001, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1. The tidal
dissipation was chosen as 105, 106, 107, and 108.

The entire hypothetical

population was evolved for each possible set of these values.
This population was evolved under these conditions until each planet
either made it to the age attributed to it, or until the planet was removed from
the population because it moved too close to the host star and was destroyed.
An example of the results of such a run is shown below.

6

Figure 11:
=1, Q*=106. Graph of the hypothetical
11: Comparison of Hypothetical Population for ε=1,
population of planets after evolving through the code using an ε value of 1.0 and a Q* value of 1
6
x 10 . There is a thinning out of planets with a < 0.06 AU. Below 0.02 AU there is a cutoff of
planets, with a single exception lying around 0.005 AU.
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KS-Test
In order to determine how strongly the hypothetical population resembles
the observed population, a 2-dimensional KS-test was used.

This is a

mathematical test that indicates the probability that two different data sets come
from the same distribution. The returned value ranges between 0 and 1, with 0
indicating that there is no chance that the data sets are drawn from the same
underlying population, while a score of 1 means the two data sets are statistically
indistinguishable.
Before running tests on the data, it is important to set a baseline to see
what a good KS-score would be. While a value of 0 and 1 would have a defined
meaning, the interpretation of an intermediate value is not as clear. Several
examples were generated in order to have a reference frame.

To do this, the

observed population of exoplanets was compared to both a hypothetical
population of planets and a population of planets based on the observed
population’s parameters.
The first step in this process was going to the online exoplanet
encyclopedia and finding all of the planets that were discovered by the radial
velocity method and that had a semi-major axis of ≤ 0.1AU. Planets that were
missing relevant data were eliminated from the list. In total, 193 planets were left
for comparison. A randomly generated population of 193 planets with masses
uniformly distributed between 0 and 13 Mjup and semi-major axis ≤ 0.1 AU was
also created.
To see how similar the two population datasets are, the observed and
hypothetical populations were compared using a 2D KS-test. A 2D K-S test code
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written by Peter Yoachim at the University of Washington was used to perform
this task (http://www.astro.washington.edu/users/yoachim/code.php).
The test comparing a randomly generated population to the observed
population was performed 1000 times, which consistently gave extremely low KSscores. The average value for all of the runs was 8.65 x 10-25, with a range
between 2.38 x 10-35 and 2.43 x 10-22, indicating, as expected, that the observed

Mp and a -values are not uniformly distributed.
The next step was to create random distributions of Mp and a that had the
additional criteria that the radial velocity is high enough to fall into detection
limits. A program was designed to calculate the radial velocity for each model
planetary system and then make an array containing only the masses and semimajor axes that are detectable with modern technology. The High Accuracy
Radial Velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS)currently has the best detection
capability, with the ability to detect radial velocity shifts on the order of 1 m/s
(Dumusque et al., 2011). Applying the requirement that a model planet induced
a radial velocity ≥ 1 m/s resulted in the rejection of 1 or 2 value pairs for each
population of 193 planets, and so the KS-values were virtually identical to the KSvalues of the random population without the addition radial velocity test.
The extremely low values obtained for the KS results led to the question of
what a reasonable value would be for a similar population. Two different test
cases were run to find values for such a situation. The first test compared two
completely random populations. The results of this led to much higher values.
After running 1000 tests, the average KS-score was 0.353.
The second case was slightly more involved. Going back to the exoplanet
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encyclopedia, the 193 planets used for the original comparison were again
used. Two populations were made, one where each planetary mass and semimajor axis is set equal to the maximum value allowed by observation of the
planet as referenced in the encyclopedia, and the other with the planetary mass
and semi-major axis set to the minimum value. For planets that did not have
errors given, the values were kept the same as the original. This happened for
either the mass or semi-major axis in 44 cases. When the original population was
run against the new population derived from the minimum values from the
errors, a KS-value of 0.821 was given. Using the maximum value for each
parameter gave a KS-value of 0.907. This indicates that a good statistical match
would be reflected by a KS-value of 0.8-0.9.
The values given by the KS-test were much lower than these values. The
highest, and therefore best-fitting KS-score was 3.01 x 10-31 for an epsilon value of
0.1 and a Q* value of 105. The worst fit was 5.38 x 10-43 for an epsilon value of
0.001 and a Q* value of 106. Comparing the hypothetical population before any
evolution occurred with the observed population resulted in a KS-score of 7.06 x
10-39. The extremely low value of these numbers indicated that a population with
an initially random distribution, and then evolved with consideration to fluxdriven mass loss and tidal evolution, is not consistent with the observed planets.
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ε = 0.1
Q* = 105

Figure 12:
12: Hypothetical Population with the Highest KSKS-score.
score Best fitting hypothetical population
after an evolution of ε = 0.1 and Q* = 10d. The KS-score when compared to the observed
-3
population was 3.01 x 10

ε = 0.001
Q* = 106

Figure 13:
13: Hypothetical Population with the Lowest KSKS-score.
score Worst fitting hypothetical
6
population after evolution with an ε value of near zero and a Q* value of 10 . The KS-score
-43
when compared to the observed population was 5.38 x 10
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The effects of atmospheric mass loss and tidal evolution were shown to
play an important role in the evolution of close-in exoplanets. The evolution of
several sample planets was modeled to see how different initial masses and semimajor axes affect the evolution of planets.
A hypothetical population of planets was then created in order to
compare the evolution of a randomly distributed initial population of planets to
the observed population.

The low KS-scores performed between the

hypothetical population (using various assumptions for ε and Q*) and the
observed population indicate that these two populations are statistically
inconsistent. This suggests that the original population was not originally formed
with an even distribution, or that tides and atmospheric mass loss are not the
only effects that shape the planetary distribution.
The absence of hot Jupiter planets closer than twice the distance of their
Roche limit suggests that these planets arrived in their present location after
moving in to a circular orbit from a more distant elliptical orbit (Ford and Rasio,
2006). This would suggest that the population may be biased toward a larger
planetary population than considered here. Conversely, if close-in planets arrive
at their destination because of displacement from other planets in the system, the
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population may have a population biased toward smaller mass planets. The
implications of these scenarios need to be considered in future work.
The results of this study were surprising, and warrant future research. First,
the models used need to be expanded so that planets around non-G type stars
can also be included in analysis. Another loose end is determining what initial
population would be required in order to reproduce a population similar to what
is observed. Several biases in the initial formation of planets, such as a bias in the
mass that close-in planets start with, or a tendency of planets of a certain mass to
move inwards and become close-in, need to be explored.
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